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Sheryl sandberg berkeley speech transcript

A little over a year ago, Sheryl Sandshard's 47-year-old husband, Dave Goldberg, died unexpectedly. The ultimate cause, heart disease. Since Sandbarg has endured many dark days. And now, for the first time, she's talking publicly about the whole experience, and especially about what death has taught her about life. Sandbarg picked up the appropriate pandatototototo-
berkeley event starting this past weekend. Graduation speeches traditionally ask young graduates to give life advice to complete statistics, and, as painful as it can be, that's what The Sandbarg has presented. One day or another, you will experience the great losses of yourself, and you can get through these experiences-the sandbag you want to know is flexible. He gave The
Remarcus: And when the challenges come, I hope you remember that you have the ability to learn and grow deeply inside you. You are not created with the flexibility of a fixed amount. Like a muscle, you can build it, draw on it when you need it. In the process you will know who you really are – and you can just become the best version of yourself. Class of 2016, as you leave
Berkeley, build flexibility. Create flexibility in yourself. After attacks on tragedy or depression, know that you have the ability to get through something exactly. I promise you. As it is said, we are weaker than we ever thought, but we are far stronger than we thought. To increase your flexibility, Sandbag can read you 1990 book, Encouraginghow, how to change your life and mind,
where Martin Seligman, the father of positive psychology, describes the technique to find possible life events in the healthy way. (What is this when she talks about the duam, the provence and the individual.) You can read the full transcript of the sandbag speech here. Do you want to support an open culture mission? Please consider donating to our website. It's hard to rely on
ads for £100, and your collaboration will help provide the best free cultural and educational content for learning everywhere. Consider the following open culture on Facebook and Twitter and share intelligent media with your friends. Or sign up for our daily e-mail and get a daily dose of open culture in your inbox.  Related Content: Free Online Psychology &amp; Bio-Course, a
subset of 1,500 free online courses from top universities. Creative, not money, is the key to happiness: Discover the story of the flow Alan Rockman's thesis of the Alzman, if death does not end, the 2016 opening ceremony of The Book by Robin Hutchcock, directed by Sheryl Sandberg, the Facebook CEO, sheryl Sandberg. MP3 Audio Talk Here: Facebook CEO Sheryl
Sandshards 2016 Launched On The Berkletransscript: Introduction:... Our communities have positive impact on all aspects of our lives because of the great depression. We can use some of the other things. So without further ado, please help me Sheryl Sands. Sheryl Sandebarg – CO, Fibokthank. Thanks, Mary. And thank you faculty members, proud parents, dedicated friends,
screening siblings. Congratulations to all of you, but especially congratulations on the stunning Berkeley class of 2016! It is my honor to be here in Berkeley, which has won many Nobel Prizes, The Turing Award winners, the Khalnords, members of Congress, Olympic Gold Medal, and it's just women! Berkeley is always there. In the 1960s, you led the free speech movement, Said
Chancellor Darx. After that, people used to say with all the hair, how can we tell women to men? Today we know the answer: Manbon. Initially, Berkeley opened the doors of the entire population. Opened in 1873 on this campus, you were 167 men and 222 women. It took 90 years to give my alma mater a degree to another woman. One of the women who came to the event was
Rosaland Nuss. Rose grew up in brooklyn Boordonghouse where he lived. In high school, her parents pulled out of school to help the family. And it was a local teacher who talked to his parents to put him back in school. In 1937, he sat where you sat today and he became a Berkeley graduate. Rose was my grandmother. He is one of the main sources of love in my life. I was born
on his birthday. And I am very grateful to Berkeley for recognizing his ability. And I want to say a special blessing to many people to be the first to graduate from college in your families. What a remarkable achievement! Today is the day of celebration. One day you've got to this moment to celebrate all that hard work. Today is Thanksgiving Day. One day to thank all the people
who helped you get here - those who taught you and raised you, your fans, and dried up your tears. Or you fell asleep at a party when you were with a part in your favor on you. Today is a day of reflection. Because today marks the beginning of an era of your life and the beginning of something new. A starting point is to be a dance between youth and wisdom. You provide young
people. Someone comes here for the sound of wisdom- that should be me. I tell you all the things I've learned in life, you throw your hat in the air, you take a million pictures to your family and hopefully post them on Instagram –and then we're all happy home. Today is going to be a little bit different. We'll still have hats and you'll still have to do the pictures. But I'm not going to tell
you today i've learned in life. Today I will try to tell you that I am In death. I haven't talked about it yet, and it's hard. But I don't promise to blow my nose over this beautiful berkeley dress. A year and thirteen days ago, I lost my husband, Dave. His death was sudden and unexpected. We were in Mexico, celebrating a friend's 50th birthday party. I took such a sleep. He went out to
work. What was later inconceivable was - I went to a gym to find him lying on the floor. I flew home to tell my kids that their father was gone. I saw their scum being reduced to the ground. After many months, and many times, I was absorbed into the deep fog of grief –which I thought as zero--a halpin that fills your heart, and your lungs, you have the ability to think or even breathe.
Also read: Why we tell stories from Phil (copy) Dave's death changed me very deeply. I learned about the depths of grief and the bravery of the loss. But I also learned that when life is inefficient under you, you can hit the bottom, find the surface and breathe again. I've learned that in the face of falsehood- or in the face of any challenge-you can choose happiness and meaning. I
am sharing with you today that with all the speed and joy of that day in your life, you may have this lesson in life that I just learned in death. Lessons about hope, about strength, and about light inside us will not be confused. Cal has made it through all who have already experienced some frustration. You wanted one but you got a B. Let us be honest . You got a mine but you're still
crazy. You applied for an internship on Facebook, but you just got into Google. She was clearly the love of your life but after that she left. The throne is much more than games, shows, books - and you read all 4,352 pages because you are crazy. You will almost have to face more and deeper hardship. The loss of opportunity: this work that does not work, disease or crime in which
everything changes immediately. Loss of dignity: When this happens, the sharpest of prejudices. Lack of love: that broken relationships cannot be repaired. And sometimes there is loss of life. Many of you have already experienced a kind of tragedy and hardship that leaves a mat mark. Last year, Rachel, the winner of the University Medal, spoke very beautifully about the sudden
loss of her mother. The question is not whether some of these things will happen to you. They will. But I want to talk about today what you do next. About these things that you can overcome, no matter when it kills you or how it hits. Easy days before you will be easier. It's a tough day-the day you challenge on your very basic-will determine who you are. You will be explained only
by what you get, but how you A few weeks after Dave died, I was talking to my friend what to do about a father-son activity Dave. We came up with a plan to fill in for Dave. But I called Phil, but I want Dave. Phil put his arm around me and said, The option is not available. So we just hit the shit out of Option B. Facebook Chief Operating Officer Sheryl Sandebarg addressed the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Class 2018 on Friday and stressed the importance of using technology for human goodness. Sandebarg encouraged the graduation class, more than 4,500 undergraduates and 6,900 graduate students, to use education and innovation to promote democracy and equality. Sandebarg also addressed Facebook's recent data breaches and
privacy issues. Read about 2018 at mIT class: Sandbag: Honorable Faculty, Proud Parents, Dedicated Friends, Screening Sisters but especially 2018 Class: Congratulations, You Made It! It wasn't always easy. You have been in a gambling disorder for four years. You conquered the snow of 2015. You survived many weekends On Wednesday and learned this important life
lesson: there is nothing like free chicken wings. Today, you are the most respected technical institution graduates in the world. The harvard people tried to call me the most respected institution within 2 miles of the radius. I said no, but you'll soon find out how permanent the former student association can be. Just ask class '68: They have been for more fund collectors than you
have eaten chicken wings. One thing I remember from graduation is that one has the feeling of turning a corner and is not able to see clearly around the next. For someone like me, yes, very young man studied for the final on the first day of the semester, it was abandoned. Graduation was the first time in my life that clearly wasn't laid out. I remember feeling excited and hopeful,
just getting together with a teeny bit to get it incredibly. If you know what you're going to do for your career, raise your hands. There are always some. It's impressive. I didn't. I didn't know i'd fit the best or share the most. These days, when I need advice, I'll mark Zuckerberg, but then back, he was in elementary school. I was just making sure one thing: I didn't want to go into
business, and it didn't even happen to me to go into technology. I think you have a warning to those who put your hands up: Faith is one of the great privileges of young people. Things won't always end as you think, but you'll find valuable lessons with the uncertain way of life. The lesson I want to share with you today is one in which I learned in my very first work out of college:
working on a leprosy treatment program in India. Since the Bible Times, leprosy To avoid property to prevent disease from patients At the time I graduated from college, technical challenges were solved. Doctors can easily diagnose leprosy that appears in the skin patch on your chest and medication can easily cure the disease. But getting ugly, so patients hid their disease
instead of caring. I will never forget patients for the first time, because they were not used to seeing them because of my arm extension and their snout. The real progress did not come from the local community leaders, not technically or from the doctors. He knew he had to finish the clinic before the disease was eliminated, so he wrote plays and songs in local languages and
went around the local community, to move forward with fear without encouraging people. They understood that the most difficult problems and the biggest opportunities we have are not technical. They are human beings . In other words, it's not just about technology. It is about the people . This is a lesson you learned here at MIT, and not only did you graduate with a technical
degree, but those who studied management or urban planning, or of course 11 or course 15, talk at MIT. You know that these are people who build technology, and those who use it to improve their lives, to get education, to get health care, to share an infinite number of cat videos that are unique and completely cute – unless you're a dog Today, anyone with internet connections
can encourage millions with the same punishment or a picture. It gives extraordinary power to those who use it to do good – marching for equality – rejecting the movement against sexual harassment. To rally around these things that take care of them and those people they want to be there. But it is also for those who try to harm . When everyone has a voice , they raise some of
them in hatred . When everyone can share, then some part lies. When everyone can manage, then organize against certain things that we value the most. Journalist No. Hare McCormick Place wrote about the effects of the new technology. He said we created the ultimate democracy, where anyone can be heard by anyone, but he is concerned about whether it was a split- or
tolerance, whether it was was wasting time or was spent along with time. He wonders if all the anger of his explanation is building fences, up-and-down nationalism, and the anger and nervousness of our time. She wrote this in 1932, about radio — and by the way, she was the first woman to win the Pulitzer Prize for Journalism. The fact that the challenges we face today are not
new make them less stressful. Like generations before us, we have to solve the problems that our technology brings. I believe we have three ways to deal with these challenges: we retreat in fear We can barrel forward with a single mind belief in our technology or we can fight like hell that we can do all the good work What we build will be used by people and people are capable of
great beauty and great oppression. I encourage you to choose a third option: for clear-eyed optomes , to see that this is a technology that supports equality, democracy, truth and compassion that is seen around corners and hatred, violence and fraud. You might be wondering, what's Facebook about some problems? Yes. It is. I am proud of what Facebook has done around the
world–the connection people have created. Proud of how people use Facebook to organize for democracy, women's march, black lives matter. It's proud of how people use And Use Facebook to grow businesses and create jobs around the world. But on Facebook, we weren't seeing all the threats coming, and we didn't do enough to stop them. When you miss something it's
painful, when you make a mistake of the believer in the very good, you see that you don't see bad. It's hard when you know you let people down. In the middle of one of my most difficult moments, Michael Miller, former superintendent of naval academy, kindly arrived to remind me that the smooth seas never made good. He's okay. The time in my life that I have learned is most
certainly the hardest. That's when you'll learn the most about yourself. You can almost feel yourself growing; You can feel the growing pain. When you own your own mistakes, you can work harder to prevent the next ones to correct them even more difficult. Now is my job. It won't be easy and it won't be fast. But we'll see it. The biggest challenge yet is that each of us will have to
face. The role of technology in our lives is increasing and it means that our relationship with technology is changing. We have to change too. We have to accept the full weight of our responsibilities. It's not enough to be a technology, we have to make sure that technology works for people. It is not even possible to be fair or neutral. The tools are shaped by the brains that use them
as well as hands. It's not enough to have a good idea, we have to know when to stop a bad. Technology changes more quickly than society because it is difficult. When I was in college, there was no cell phone. Today there are more cell phones than people on earth. We are in one of the most remarkable moments in human history and you will not just live through it, you will shape
it. Many of you will work on technology that will change the world. You will connect with the rest of the world, create new jobs and create old people, machines to think of new powers and we We also provide a means of communicating with the way we have thought. We are not passive observers of these changes. We cannot be. Not only are trends, they are the result of making
choices people make. We are not Creators, we have a responsibility to care and even when with your best intentions, as many of us, you have the responsibility to correct the course. We are accountable for the people we build, for our partners, for ourselves and for our values. So if you're thinking about joining a team, an NGO, a startup or a company, then ask if they're doing well
for the world. This research at another school down the river shows that we become more creative when we ask? And when we ask , we become more moral . So ask both. Know that you have the responsibility of never shying away from doing the right thing, because it's not good to make sure that tech is used for good. To ensure that technology reflects and influences the right
values, we have to build with caution, and the best way to stay more and more aware is that there are more and more people in the room with different sounds and different views. There are still needs out there when it comes to the value of diversity. They reject that we tend to feel better, not better. They are wrong. We cannot build technology for equality and democracy unless
we are, and we use diversity to create it. More and more people with more diverse backgrounds are working in technology than ever before and are graduating in your class than ever before. But our industry is still flexible at MIT. Even the latest technology may contain the oldest prejudices and our lack of diversity is at the root of some things we have failed to see and stop. It's up
to us all to solve this, people like me, and people like you . . . everyone today graduate and all graduates come. So continue the example that you live at MIT. Engage with people outside your race, your own discipline, your gender. Talk to people who grow up in different places, who believe in different things, who live and worship differently than you do. Talk to them, listen to
them, get their perspective as you have here and encourage them and work with technology too. For all current and future teachers, let us reform our education system so that we can teach everyone the opportunity to learn the code. It is a basic language now that all our schools need to be educated so that more people have a choice. When some kids learn it and do nothing, it
makes people an unequal game field before going into the manpower. And all future leaders in tech, it's up to you. Know that you have the chance to do the right thing, not strengthen them. Technical institutions may be some of the strongest voices for development in the workplace, but we can always do better. Encourage your employers and policy makers to ensure that
everyone is able to get a good deal of information. Including, earns a living wage. Leave the paid family war with an equal time for all in the workplace equality we have in the house, and because no one is a single They need to be forced to choose between work and the family that love. Leave people sad because when the tragedy of attacks happens, we have to be there for each
other. And build a workplace where everyone is treated with respect. We need to stop both harassment and accountability and we need to make a personal commitment to prevent racism and racism, which become common that express and reject prejudice rather than fight. I want you to know that you can affect the workplace from the very day you enter it. A few months ago,
LeanIn.org survey #MeToo ed people to understand how the movement was working. After talking to many brave women, we found evidence of a consensus response: Nearly half of male managers in the United States are now uncomfortable and having a single working meal with a female partner at the same time to work alone with a woman. These are informal moments where
men get more guidance than women – and now it seems that it could get worse. Here for men: Someone pull you out in your first week at work and say, Can't be alone with a woman. You know they're wrong. You know how to work with all the people. So give advice instead. Tell them that they have the responsibility of getting equal access to women and if they don't feel
comfortable having dinner with women, they shouldn't have dinner with men. Group lunch for everyone. In one of my early jobs, I had an owner who treated me differently than two men on my team and not the best way. He spoke to them with respect and respect but i was publicly overly concerned. I tried to talk to him, but he made it worse. Outside school, my two male teams
raised themselves and stopped him. Even if you are the most junior person in the room, you have the power. Use it, and use it well. Class 2018, it's not your construction technology that will explain to you. These are the teams you build and what people do with your technology. We have to get this right because we need technology to solve our great challenges. When I sit that
you are sitting today, I never thought I would work in technology, but with this uncertain path anywhere, I learned new lessons and became a techie. And the technology has always been optams. We are optamistas because we should be. If you want to do something that has never been done before, many people will tell you that it can't be done. This amazing university graduates
have helped to configure human genomes, pave the way for AIDS treatment and appeared in the middle of an MIT balloon Harvard-Yale football game. We are optams because we run numbers. Our world can feel the polaries and the dangerous. In many important ways, we are much better. A century ago, the global life expectancy was 35 for 2,000,000 people. Today it's 70, for
7 7 I graduated, 1 in 3 people lived in extreme poverty. Today it is 1 in 10. It's still much higher but we've made more progress in our lives than in human history. Our challenge now is to clear-eyed optomes, or the opticians without president Kennedy, the burm: the technology that improves life and gives voice to those who often stop abuse, while improving its complexity and
diversity to everyone around the world. If we succeed – and we succeed – we will build technology that better not some of us, but all of us. MIT graduate and former faculty member David Baltimore won a Nobel Prize for his work on the interaction between virus and cell genetic material. But before that, they helped bring together biologists, lawyers and doctors to discuss new
gene editing techniques. They were worried that it was capable of causing more harm than good, but they concluded that the opportunities for development were very good, so they created voluntary ethical guidelines and continued research. This decision caused the greatest advancement in genetic science and medicine. It has also set a standard that we can do to technology:
get advice from people with different perspectives, look at the risks very deeply and the benefits of new technology and if these risks can be managed, then keep walking on the face of uncertainty. Class 2018, you are now graduates of one of the most thoughtful places on earth. You will get great opportunities and you will be extremely striving. You will use the fact that you work
on some of the important questions that we face here. I hope you will use your influence to make sure that technology is a force for good in the world. Technology requires a human heartbeat; Things that matter most to us and bring together happiness . The future is in your hands. Congratulations! Congratulations!
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